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Abstract
In recent years? constraint-based frequent pattern mining has become more im-

portant, because constraints allow users to focus their search for frequent patterns

and thereby reduce computation. One important type of constraints, called succinct

constraints, has nice properties and can be used to optimize the mining process. Ex-

isting algorithms have exploited only conjunctions, but not negations or disjunctions,

of succinct constraints in the Frequent Pattern tree (FP-tree) framework. However,

to support any Boolean combinations of succinct constraints, one needs to be able to

effectively handle the negations and disjunctions.

In this thesis, we (a) explore properties of negations and disjunctions of suc-

cinct constraints and (b) design and implement an efficient algorithm called FPS*

for handling Boolean combinations of succinct constraints in the FP-tree framework.

Specifìcally) we prove that the negations and disjunctions of succinct constraints are

also succinct. We extend the existing FPS algorithm to become FPS*, which in-

herits the functions for handling conjunctions of succinct constraints from FPS and

adds nerv functions for handling negations and disjunctions of succinct constraints.

Experimental results show the effectiveness of our FPS* algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Data mining refers to the search for implicit, previously unknown, and potentially

useful information that might be embedded in data. Association rule mining is an

important task in data mining with the goal is to find associations among items in the

database of transactions. Since its introduction [AIS93], association rule mining has

been the subject of numerous studies. A classical example of association rule mining

originates from the analysis of market-basket data, where ruìes like "a customer who

buys a set X of items (i.e., a set of merchandise or products) will also buy a set Y of

items wilh cVo probability" are found [HGN00]. Association rule mining is popular

because of its direct applicability to many business problems and the inherent under-

standability of the rules. Moreover, association rules are successfully applicable to a

wide range of business problems such as catalogue design, sales campaign analysis,

Web log (click stream) analysis, and DNA sequence analysis.

In brief, an assoc'iation rule is an expression X + Y, where X and Y are sets

of items (oritemsets, for short). Given a transaction database TDB (where each
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transaction ú¿ in TDB represents a set of items brought by a customer), the rule

X + Y expresses that whenever a transaction úi contains X then ú¿ probably also

contains Y. The rule confidence is defined as the percentage of transactions containing

X and Y among all those transactions containing X [HGI\00]. N4ore formally, the

probability that both X and Y occur together in the same transaction is called the

support; the probability that Y occurs among all transactions containing X is called

Lhe confidence. Then, the association rule mining problem is to fìnd all association

rules rvith support and confidence values greater than or equal to the user-specified

minimum support and minimum confidence thresholds. These rules can be found in

two steps. Given a collection of transactions, Step 1 finds all subsets of transactions

that occur frequently in the database (i.e., finding frequent itemsets, also knorvn as

frequent patterns, which satisfy the minimum support threshold). For a tlansaction

with rn items, there are O(2*) subsets. Step 2 uses these frequent patterns to derive

interesting association rules. This step is straightforward. Basically, it checks the

confidence of all rules X +Y (whereX and Y are frequent patterns found in Step 1),

and removes those rules with confidence value less than the minimum confidence

threshold [HGN00]. For p frequent patterns, there are only O(pz) possible rules.

Therefore, finding frequent patterns dominates the computational complexity of the

entire process of association rule mining .

Over the past decade, many algorithms have been proposed to study the problem

of frequent pattern mining. These studies can be broadly divided into tu'o generations

[NL+98]. In the first generation, most studies focused on performance and efficiency

issues. These studies mainly stemmed from two frameworks: the Apriori Jiamework
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[4594, AM+96] and the Frequent Pattern tree (FP-tree) based Jiamework [HPY00,

LP+02, GZ03b, PZ03| Algorithms in the Apriori framework use a generate-and-

test approach. They first generate some candidate patterns, and then test if these

patterns are frequent by counting their occurrences in the database. To reduce the

number of candidates needed to be counted, the algorithms use the Apriori property

[4594], which states that "all supersets of an infrequent pattern must be infrequent".

To further speed up the mining process, t,he FP-tree based framework was proposed.

Algorithms in this framework do not generate candidates. Instead, the algorithms

utilize a tree structure, called the FP-tree, to capture the database content, from

which frequent patterns are computed. As the FP-tree based algorithms are more

efficient than the Apriori-based algorithms, we developed an FP-tree based algorithm

in the thesis work.

When compared with studies in the second generation, the studies in the first

generation basically considered the data mining exercise in isolation (i.e., no inter-

action with the user). Consequently, they often generated a very large number of

frequent patterns, in which only a small fraction were useful or interesting to the

user. Hence, they wasted computation efforts. In contrast, the studies in the second

generation realized the importance of a paradigm for constraint-based m,inzng, where

the user is allowed to express his focus, by means of a rich class of constraints that

capture the application semantics. Besides allou'ing user exploration and control, this

paradigm aìso allows many constraints to be "pushed inside" the mining process so

that the search for patterns is confined to only those of interest to the user. Hence,

performance can be improved [PHL01].
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There are several classes of "semantic" constraints. One of them is called succznct

constraznts. This class of constraints has some nice properties that help optimize

mining. These properties include the following. First, if a constraint is succinct, one

can directly generate precisely all and only those itemsets satisfying the constraints

by using a precise "formula", called a member generating Junction (MGF) [NL+98],

which does not require generating and excluding itemsets not satisfying the constraint.

For example, itemsets satisfying the succinct constraint "mi,n(S.Price) > $10" (which

says that the minimum price in the set ,S of items is greater than $10) can be generated

solely from items u'hose individual price is greater than $10. Second, a majority of

constraints are succinct. Third, for constraints that are not succinct, many of them

can be induced into weaker constraints that are succinct.

The motivation for this thesis work is as follows. Constraint-based mining allows

users to express their focuses, via the use of constraints, so that the search for pat-

terns is confined to only those of interest to users. Regarding the expressiveness of

the constraints, users are not confined to express their focuses by using a single (i.e.,

atomic) constraint. They can freely express their focuses using any Boolean combina-

tions of constraints: So far, there are studies for handling atomic succinct constraints

and conjunctions of succinct constraints in both the Apriori-based and the FP-tree

based fïameworks [NL+98, LLN02, LLN03, Leu04]. For example, an FP-tree based

algorithm, called FPS [LLN02], effectively handles succinct constraints and their con-

junctions. However, it is not uncommon to have situations where users would like to

impose some Boolean combinations of succinct constraints (i.e., invoìving conjunc-

tions, negations, and disjunctions). For instance, a store manager may want to find
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some products that are either expensive or do not have high quantity (e.g., a con-

straint "(S.Pri,ce > $50) u (S.QuantitE < 1000)") for promotional purposes. To our

knowledge, there does not exist any work on handling negations or disjunctions of

succinct constraints. Consequently, the store manager cannot find the products he is

interested in for the sales promotion. There are many other similar real-life situations

where the user would like to express their interests via some Boolean combinations of

constraints. Hence, having a mining system that handles negations and disjunctions

of succinct constraints would be useful. Such a system would provide users the ability

to freely express their focuses, not only by atomic succinct constraints, but also by

any Boolean combinations of succinct constraints.

1.1 Problem Statement

In this thesis, we investigated the following issues: (a) Can we deal with the

negation of succinct constraints? (b) Can we deal with the disjunction of succinct

constraints? (c) How do we handle negations and disjunctions of succinct constraints

efficiently? Specifically, the thesis statement is as follows:

we explore the properties of negations, disjunctions of succinct con-

straints. Based on the analysis of properties, we design and imple-

ment an efficient algorithm FPS* for handling negations of atomic

succinct constraints and disjunctions of subclasses of succinct con-

straints in the FP-tree framework.
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The result of this thesis work is important. Through our exploration, we prove that

any Boolean combinations of succinct constraints are succinct. The FPS* algorithm

can effectively handle the negations of atomic succinct constraints and disjunctions of

subclasses of succinct constraints. The succinct constraints are "pushed inside" the

mining process) and thus leading to more efficient mining.

L.2 Thesis Organization

This thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 presents background of constraints and some relevant algorithms. We

provide a thorough analysis on succinct constraints and conjunctions of succinct con-

straints. Among relevant algorithms, we describe how the FPS algorithm efficiently

handles succinct constraints and conjunctions of succinct constraints by utilizing the

succinctness of succinct constraints and conjunctions of succinct constraints.

After reviewing the previous work in Chapter 2, we start describing our current

work (i.e., the contribution of this thesis) in Chapter 3. Specifically, Chapter 3 focuses

on the analytical aspect of how to handle negations and disjunctions of succinct

constraints. We provide a complete proof of succinctness of negations and disjunctions

of succinct constlaints.

Chapter 4 focuses on the implementation aspect. We develop the FPS* algorithm

that efficiently handles negations of atomic succinct constraints and disjunctions of

SUC, SAM and SUC mixed with SAM constraints. AII details of FPS* algorithm are

provided in this chapter.

Experimental results of the FPS* algorithm are provided in Chapter 5. We test
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the algorithm on synthetic databases and real-life databases, and compare results of

FPS* with its relevant algorithm to evaluate the efficiency of the FPS* algorithm.

We study the experimental results, and find out the most adaptable range of FPS*.

Finaìly, we give conclusions and future work in Chapter 6.



Chapter 2

Related \Mork

In this chapter, we provide a thorough review of various classes of constraints.

Furthermore) we state the definition and properties of succinct constraints, rvhich are

relevant to the rest of this thesis. In addition, we provide a survey of some existing

relevant mining algorithms (e.g., FP-tree based algorithms as well as constrained

algorithms).

2.L Background: Constraints

There are several classes of "semantic" constraints. In this section, we provide

definitions of various classes of constraints.

Definition 2.1 (Domain and Aggregate Constraints [NL*g8]) A constraint

can be a domain constraint or an aggregate constraint, as described below.

(1) A domain constraint is of one of the following forms:
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o S.Aîu, rn'here,S is a set variable, ,4 is an attribute, u is a constant from

the domain that ^9.,4 comes from, and 0 is one of the Boolean operators

:,*,1,<,>,>. It says every element of S stands in relationship d with

the constant value u.

u?S.A, where S,A,u are as above, and d is one of the Boolean operators

€, /. This simply says the element u belongs (or not) to the set S.

o VîS.A or S.AîV, where,S is a set variable, A is an attribute, V is a set

of constants ranges over the domain of ,S, and g is one of ç,9,C,Ø,:,1.

(2) An aggregate constraint is of the form agg(S.A)?u, where agg is one of the

aggregate functions n'L'in,rna:x,sLLn'L)&'ug) and 0 is one of the Boolean operators

:,1, 1, (, ), ). It says the aggregate of the set of numeric values in ,S stands

in relationship I to u. !

In the examples below, assume we have the transaction database TDB(TID,

Itemset) with auxiliary information contained in i,temlnf o(Item,TApe, Price). The

constraint "S.Price < $100" says that all items in the set .9 are of price less than

$100, and the constraint "$120 €. S.Pri,ce" says that there is an item of price $i20

in,9. As another example, "S.Type) {snacks,sodas}" says that S should include

some items whose type is snacks and some items whose type is sodas. These are

all domain constraints. The constraint "mar(S.Pri,ce) > $100", which says that

the maximum price of items in ,9 should be greater than $100, is an aggregate one.

While constraints can be categorized into domain and aggregate constraints based

on their forms, they can also be classified into overlapping classes depending on
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their properties. These classes include (1) anti-monotone constraints, (2) monotone

constraints, (3) convertible constraints, and (4) succinct constraints.

Definition 2.2 (Ãnti-monotone Constraints [NL+98]) A constraint Co is

anti-monotone iff whenever an itemset ,S violates Co, so does any superset of ,S. ¡

For example, Co: S.Pri,ce < $100 is an anti-monotone constraint, because any

superset of ,S violatin1Co (e.g., containing any item with Price: $100) also violates

co

Definition 2.3 (Monotone Constraints [PH02]) A constraint C,n is monotone

iff whenever an itemset ^9 satisfies C*, so does any superset of ^9. ¡

For example, C^: mar(S.Price) > $100 is a monotone constraint, because any

superset of S satisfying C,n also satisfies C* (as adding more items to ,S does not

lower the maximum).

Definition 2.4 (Convertible Constraints [PHL01]) A constraint C is conuert-

i,ble anti-monotone provided there is an order -R on items such that whenever an

itemset ,S satisfies C, so does any prefix of ,S (w.r.t. the ordering) A constraint C is

conuert'ible monotone provided there is an order .R on items such that whenever an

itemset ^9 vioìates C, so does any prefix of ^S. A constraint is convertible whenever

it is convertible anti-monotone or monotone. n

For example, C"o,o: mar(S.Price) > $100 is a convertible (anti-monotone)

constraint. When items in ^9 are arranged in decreasing price order, any prefix of ,9

satisfies C"on if ,S satisfies C"ono.
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Definition 2.5 (Succinct Constraints [Nt+98]) Succinctness is defined in sev-

eral steps, as follows: Def,ne SATc (Item) to be the set of itemsets that satisfy the

constraint C. With respect to the lattice space consisting of all items ets, S ATç (Item)

represents the pruned space (i.e., the solution space) consisting of those itemsets sat-

isfying C.

(1) An itemset I C ltem is a succinct set if it can be expressed as or(Item) for

some selection predicates p, where o is the selection operator (as in relational

algebra).

(2) S P c 2ttem is a succinct powerset if there is a fixed number of succinct sets

Item1,...,Item¡ Ç ltem, such that ^9P can be expressed in terms of the pow-

ersets of Item1,...,Item¡ using union and minus.

(3) A constraint C is succinct provided SATç(Itern) is a succinct powerset. !

Property 2.1 For every succinct constraint C, there is a member generating function

MGFc that can generate precisely all those itemsets satisfying C [LLN03]. !

Hence, a succinct constraint C can simply operate in a generate-only environment

(by using MGFc), r-ather than in a generate-and-test environment. In other words,

one does not need to generate lots of itemsets, test them, and then exclude those

violating C. Instead, one can easily enumerate (by using MGFc) all and only those

itemsets that satisfy the succinct constraint C.

Definition 2.6 (Member Generating Function [Nt+98]) There are two types

of member generating function:

11
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(1) A succinct powerset SP q 2lrern is said to have a basic member generating

function (basic MGF) provided there is a function that can enumerate alì and

only those elements of ^9P, and that is of the form MGF = {X, U ... U Xp+, 
I

X¿ Ç or,(Item) k Xo I Ø, for I < i 1 k, Xr+t Ç oru*,Qtem)\ for some

selection predicates pt,...,pr+1. In this definition, the X¿'s (for I < i < k) that

are required to be nonempty are called mandatory item-subsets; whereas X¡*1

is called the optional item-subset.

(2) A succinct powerset S P c 2ltem it said to have a general member generating

function (general MGF) provided there is a function that can enumerate all

and only those elements of ^9P, and that is of the form ![, MGFj, for some

basic member generating functions MGF1,...,MGF¡¡. Z

For example, for the constrain| "S.Przce

oprrceano(Item)kX1 + Øj In this case, there is only one mandatory item-subset

X1, but there is no optional item-subset. This corresponds to the pruned space be-

ing2lt"*t, where lteml: opricelt06(Item). For "mar(S.Price) > 100", its MGF is

{Xt u Xz I Xt C oprice>100(Item)kXt I Ø&.Xz c oprice<700(Item)}. There is at least

one item with Pri,ce > $100, and it is acceptable to include any additional item with

Price : $100. So, it has the optional item-subset X2.

Succinct constraints can be of various forms. Table 2.1shorvs acharacterization of

constraints. The second column of the table identifies whether or not the constraints

in the first column are anti-monotone, while the third column identifies whether or

not the constraints are succinct. From the table, we can easily observe the following:

o A majority of constraints are succinct. This explains why we focus on the
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Table 2.1: Characterization of constraints: anti-monotonicity and succinctness

lLLN03l
Constraint Anti-monotone Succinct

S.A 0 cn, where 0 € {:, <, >}
CN E S,A
S.A) CS
S.A C CS

aes
no
no

aes

aes

aes

aes

aes
rnin(S.A) < cn
min(S.A) > cn

no

aes

yes

aes
mar(S.A) < cn
mar(S.A) > cn

aes
no

yes

aes
sum(S.A) < cn
sum(S.A) > cn

aes
no

no
no

aug(S.A) 0 cn, where 0 € {:,1,) no no

Note: ,S is a set variable, A is an attribute of a set ,S, cn is a constant for A, and C,S

is a set of constants for ,4.

succinct constraints in this thesis.

o Some succinct constraints happen to be antimonotone as well. We denote these

succinct anti-monotone constraints as SAM constraints. Similarly, we denote

those succinct non-anti-monotone constraints as SUC constraints. One of

the SUC constraints (S.A: CS) is called superset constraint because of the

special form of its MGF (as explained below).

For SAM constraints, the corresponding MGF is of the form {X1 I Xr c ooQtern),

X, I Øj , for some selection predicate p. It only contains the mandatory group.

For SUC constraints, the corresponding MGF is of the form {X1 ¿ Xz I Xr C

oo(Item),Xt I Ø,X, ç o-oQtem)j, for some selection predicate p. It contains one

mandatory group and one optional group.

13
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For superset constraints, the corresponding N4GF is of the fbrm {X1 U . . . X¡ U

Xr*r I X¡ Ç opr(Item)k,X, * Ø,for 1 ( i 1 k:Xr+i C oru*,(Item)), where pr+r is

of the form (-pt A... A -p¡). It contains k mandatory groups and 1 optional group

ILLN03].

Property 2.2 In addition to having Property 2.1, succinct constraints also have the

following properties [LLN03]:

(u) A conjunction of succinct constraints CSC is succinct.

(b) For a conjunction of succinct constraints CSC, there is a member generating

function MGFçsç that can generate precisely all those itemsets satisfying all

the constraints in CSC. tr

The complete proof can be found in the paper of Lakshmanan et al. [LLN03].

Here, we only provide a brief explanation. For simplicity, Iet us consider conjunctions

of two succinct constraints. A simpler case is the conjunctions of one SAM constraint

and one succinct constraint (e.g., SAM, SUC, or superset constraint). Recall fiom

Definition 2.6that itemsets generated by the MGFs for SAM constraints contain only

mandatory items (which are generated using the mandatory selection predicates), and

contain no optional items. Hence, in this case, the MGF contains mandatory items

that can be enumerated using the conjunction of the mandatory selection predicates

from the both MGFs for the SAM and the SUC or superset constraints, and optional

items that can be enumerated using the conjunction of the mandatory selection pred-

icate from Xhe MGF for the SAM constraint and the optional selection predicate

from the MGF for the SUC or superset constraint.
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For example, let Cs¡¡,r : min(Price) > 50 and Csuc = mar(Quantity) < 100.

The MGF lor Cs¡¡a ACsuc is {X1 UXz I Xr Ç oprice)soneuantity<too(ltem),X, I
Ø, X 2 c o price>s0¡euantits>rco(I tem)j .

Recall that itemsets generated by the MGFs for SUC and superset constraints

contain mandatory items (which are generated using the mandatory selection pred-

icates), and may contain optional items (which are generated using the optional se-

lection predicates). For Ihe MGF of trvo succinct non-SAM constraints (e.g., SUC

or superset constraints), the mandatory items can be enumerated using either of the

following:

(a) the conjunction of the mandatory selection predicates from both MGFs; or

(b) the conjunction of the mandatory selection predicates from MGFl and the op-

tional selection predicate from MGF2, together with the conjunction of the

optional selection predicates from MGFl and the mandatory selection predi-

cates from MGF .

The resulting MGF is a union of the MGFs using part(a) and the MGFs using

part(b).

For example, let Csuc, : mi,n(Pri,ce) ( 50, and Csuçr: mar(Quanti,ty) > 100.

The MGF f.or Csu6, A Csuc, is a general MGF consisting of trvo basic MGFs:

MGnU MGF2, where

MGn : {Xt U Xz I Xt C oprice<so1euantity)t0s(Item), X, * Ø,

X 2 C o p, ¿"e) 1ov e uantity. rco (I t ern)\

MGFy : {Xs U XaU Xs lXe Ç uprice<50¡euantits<ßo(Item),Xs lØ,

15
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X4 C o pr¿"e>s0¡euqntita>ßo(Itern), Xn I Ø,

X 5 C o pr¿"e) bo Aeuantits.no (I tem)j

2.2 Relevant Algorithms

There are many algorithms that have stemmed from the FP-growth algorithm

[HPY00], which is one of the most famous FP-tree based algorithms for frequent

pattern mining. The FP-growth algorithm can be described as follows. It uses an

extended prefix-tree structure, called a Frequent Pattern tree (FP-treel, to capture the

content of the database. Only frequent items are kept in the tree, and the tree nodes

are ananged according to some criteria (e.g., descending frequency order). FYequent

patterns are formed by first finding the frequent l-itemsets (i.e., sets consisting of

one item) from the FP-tree, and then recursively growing them. The pattern growth

is achieved via the concatenation of each fiequent pattern with new ones generated

from a conditional FP-tree (i.e., a sub-tree). To elaborate, the FP-growth algorithm

starts from a fiequent l-itemset {X}, examines only its projected database (a "sub-

database" consisting of the set of frequent items co-occurring with the frequent 1-

itemset {X}), constructs its conditional FP-tree, and perf'orms mining recursively

with such a tree (i.e., to find the fiequent supersets of {X}). See the example below.

Example 2.1 (Construction of the FP-tree) Consider the transactzon database

TDB in Table 2.2 with a minimum support tltreshold of 2.

We construct an FP-tree as follows. First, a scan oJ the TDB deri,ues a list

of lrequent items ((b: a), (a : 3), (c : 3), (d : 3), (e : 3)) (where the number after ":"
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Table 2.2: A transaction database TDB

Tlansactions in TDB Contents
t1 a,b,c,d
tz b,d,Í
ts o', b, d, e

L4 o', b, c, e

L5 cr€

lr
HederTable

Items link

b

a

c

d

t5

rml

,/\
b:4 c:l

/\I
a'.3 d:l e:l

c:2 d:l/^l
d:l e:l e:l

Figure 2.1: The construction of an FP-tree

zndi'cates the support count) i,n whi,ch items are ordered by descending Jiequency. Note

that item J @i,th a frequency oJ 1) i,s i.nfrequent; so, it does not appear in this tzst of

J'requent i,tems or the resulting FP-tree. The FP-tree 'is constructed by scannr,ng the

TDB tl'¿e second ti,me. The scan ofthe fi,rst transacti,on leads to th.e construction of

thefirstbranchoJthetree: ((b:1),(a:1),(c:1),(d:1)). Forthesecondtransaction,

i'ts (ordered) frequent item lzst (b,d) shares a coTnrnon prefrî \b) with tlte eristing

path (b,o,,c,d), so th.e count of node b is incremented by 1, and a new node (d:l)

'is created and li.nked as a child of (b:2). A stmilar constraction scheme appli,es to

the remai,ning three transactions. AJter scanni,ng all the transact'ions, the result'i,ng

FP-tree'is retumed as shoun i,n (th,e ri,glttmost FP-tree i,n) Figure 2.1.

tj

r00l

I

b:3

a:2 d:l

c:l d:ltt
d:l e:l

t1

f00l

I

b:4

a:3 d: I

9:? d:l

d:l e:l e:l

rl
b:l b:2

a;l a:l d:ltt
c:l c:lll
d:l d:l
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Example 2.2 (Mining Process Based on the FP-growth Algorithm) Let us

eram'ine the rnini,ng process based on the (final) FP-tree shown zn Fi,gure 2.1.

For node e, its immedi.ate Jrequent pattern is {e}, and it has tltree paths i,n the FP-

tree: (b,a,c,e), (b,a,d,e) and (r,"). Tlt,e first patlt i,ndi,cates that string "(b, a, c, €)"

o,ppears once in the database, or e's pret'ir path is þac:l). The second patlt, i,ndicates

"þ,a,d,e)" appears once'in the database, or e's prefir path" i,s þad:l). The thi,rd

path i,ndicates "(c,e)" appears once'in the database, or e's prefi,r path is (c:1). These

th.ree preJ-tr paths oJ'e, "{þac:1), þad:1), (c:1)}", Jorrn e's subpatter"n-base, which

is called the {e}-projected database (i.e., the projected database under the condztzon

oJ'e's eristence). The FP-tree J'or this projected database (which is called the {e}-

condi,ti,onal FP-tree) has two paths (b : 2, a'. 2, c : I) and (c : 7). Thi,s conditional FP-

tree (as shown in Figure 2.2) zs then n'¿ined recursiuely, and Jiequent pattems {e,c},

{e,c,a}, {e,c,a,b} and {e,c,b} are J'ound. Note that item d i,s inJrequent i,n the {e}-

projected database; so, it does not appear in the {e}-condi,tional FP-tree. Si.mi.larly,

the FP-growth algori,thm sets up the {d}-conditi,onal FP-tree to fi.ndfrequent itemsets

contai'ning d but not e. Then, the algorithm sets up the {c}- and {a}-conditional

root

b,? c:l
I

aiz

I

c:1

Figure 2.2: The {e}-conditional FP-tree
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FP-trees to f-tnd other Jrequent itemsets i,n a sim'ilar di,ui,de-and-conquer manner. For

rnore detaiLs, please refer to the work oJ' Han et al. [HPY00]

The above examples showed how the FP-grou'th algorithm uses FP-trees to effi-

ciently find frequent patterns. FP-trees are suitable for dense datasets where many

branches share common prefixes. However, FP-trees have some limitations. For in-

stance, when the dataset is sparse, FP-trees can be big and bushy because of their

lack of shared branches. To solve this problem, the PatriciaMine algorithm [P203]

uses the Patricia trie for efficient handling of sparse datasets. The FP-grorvthx al-

gorithm [GZ03b] uses an array structure, in addition to FP-trees, to omit the first

traversal of the FP-tree and conditional FP-trees to improve the efficiency. The use

of the array structure works very well especially when the database is sparse, because

the time saved by omitting the first traversal is far greater than the time needed for

accumulating counts in the array. However, when the dataset is dense, the tr-aversal of

a compact FP-tree is fairly rapid; so) accumulating counts in the array may take more

time. As our research more commonly deals with dense datasets, r¡/e use FP-trees.

So far, we have discussed only unconstrained tree-based algorithms. In the re-

maining part of this section, we discuss some relevant constrained algorithms. The

FIC algorithm [PHLO1] is an algorithm for handling convertible constraints, which

cover aggregate succinct constraints as well as some constraints that are neither anti-

monotone nor succinct. However, the algorithm does not handle non-aggregate suc-

cinct constraints. Moreover, it does not handle aggregate succinct constraints effi-

ciently because it does not explore these constraints. The algorithm requires lots of

constraint testing, which is time consuming.

19
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The FPS algorithm [LLN02] improves the FIC algorithm by exploiting succinct-

ness properties. It effectively handles succinct constraints and ihe conjunction of suc-

cinct constraints in the FP-tree framework. For a SAM constra'int, the FPS algorithm

only lceeps the J'requent items that satisJ'y the SAM constrai,nt (i,.e., uali,d items) in the

FP-tree, and then applies the usual FP-growth algorithm. Since all frequent pat-

terns satisfying a SAM constraint can be formed solely by using the valid items, FPS

avoids all unnecessary constraint checking at recursive steps/projected databases. For

a SUC constraint, tlte FPS algorithm parti,tions ualid items into two groups, namely

a "mandatory group" and an "optional group". Then, all frequent patterns satisfying

a SUC constraint must be "extensions" of an item from the mandatory group. For

a superset constraint, the FPS algorithm partitions valid items into Æ * 1 groups,

namely k "mandatory groups" and an "optional group". Then, all frequent patterns

satisfying a superset constraint must be "extensions" of a k-itemset that consists of an

item fiom each of the k mandatory gloups. Hence, FPS only needs to form projected

databases for valid fi-equent patterns and avoids all unnecessary constraint checking

at recursive steps/projected databases.

Example 2.3 (FPS for Handling Atomic SUC Constraint) Let tl¿e transac-

t'ion database TDB be the same database as i,n EramTtle 2.1 wi,th the auril,iary infor-

mat'ion about items as shown i,n the Table 2.3:

Table 2.3: Auxiliary information for the transaction database TDB

Item a b c d e r
Price 40 10 25 30 20 35

Quantity 100 75 80 30 35 25
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root

,/\

\;1
Optional

c:l'- - 
I 

- -'

a:2

-'l \
d:l c:l

Mandatory

Figure 2.3: The FP-tree for the FPS algorithm

Let the SUC constraint be 'lnar(S.Pri,ce) > 25" and the m'in'imum support thresh-

oldbe 2. Then, items a, c andd belong to the mandatory group, andb ande belong to

the optional group. (ltem f i,s i,nJrequent.) Then, FPS buiLds an FP-tree i,n a sli,ghttg

di,Jferent wz,A as shown'in Fzgure 2.3, where tlte dashed line indicates the boundary

between mandatory and opt'ional items i,n the FP-tree. Here, mandatory i,tems o,ppear

below optionaL items. Th,en, a projected database ts J'ormed for each item belongr,ng

to mandatory group ({d}-, {c}-, and {a}-projected databases). The usual FP-growtÌt,

algoritlr,m can be applied recursiuely to these projected databases to find al| frequent

patterns sati,sJyi.ng 'futar(5.Pri,ce) ) 25".

The FPS algorithm can also handle conjunctions of succinct constraints. Based

on the resulting MGF of the conjunctions of succinct constraints, the items can be di-

vided into mandatory group(s) and optional group. Then, the FPS algorithm controls

to construct frequent patterns by extending combinations of items from mandatory

group(s).
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Example 2.4 (FPS for handling conjunctions of SUC constraints) Let the

transaction database TDB be the same database as in Erample 2.1 with the auril'iary

information about items as shown in Table 2.3. Let SUq be 'lnar(S.Price) > 25"

(same as the SUC constraint in Erample 2.3), SUCy be 'lnin(S.Quantity) 1 40",

and the m'inimum support threshoLd be 2. We alreadE know that J'or constrai,nt SUC1,

items a, c and d belong to the mandatory group, and b and e belong to tlte optional

group. Then, J'or constrai.nt SUC2, items d, e belong to the mandatory group, and

a, b and c belong to the optzonal group. As we learned Jrom the Section 2.1 (Jor the

conjuncti,on of SUCt and SUC2), u)e can d'iui,de'¿tems into 3 rnandatory groups and

1 optional groq). In particular, item d belong to group Mandatoryl, items a and c

belong to group Mandatory2,'item e belong to group Mandatorys, and, itemb belong

to the opti,onal group.

The FPS algorithm bui.lds a global FP-tree as shown i.n Fi,gure 2.1. TÌten, u pro-

jected database'is Jormed Jor each item belongi,ng to group Mandatoryl ({d}-projected

database), and the combi,nation oJ items belonging to group Mandatory2 and, group

root. optional.,. \,,' :-"'\"--'--"'

Figure 2.4:

Constraints

a:1 |rit:
c:l i-t:
d:l

The FP-tree for the

Mandatory,

Mandatory ,

FPS Algorithm to Handle Conjunctions of SUC
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Mandatoryt ({""}-, {ae}- projected database). The usual FP-growth algorithm can be

applied recursiuely to these projected databases to fi,nd all frequent patterns sati,sJying

conjunctions oJ'the two SUC constrai,nts.

The FPS algorithm is most relevant to our proposed algorithm, and satisfies

a performance guarantee called constraint checking and counting-opti,mality (ccc-

opti,mality).

Definition 2.7 (ccc-optimality [LN+99]) A computation strategy is constraint

checking and counting-optimal (ccc-optimal) for a class of constraints provided

fbr every set C of constraints from that class, it satisfies the following conditions:

(1) The computation strategy counts for the frequency of an itemset S iff all subsets

of S are frequent and S is valid;

(2) The computation strategy invokes the constraint checking operations on an

itemset S only if S is a singleton itemset. !

With FP-trees, the FPS algorithm uses an MGF to generate exactly those itemsets

that satisfy the succinct constraints. As a result, the constraint checking operations

are done only on items (i.e., l-itemsets), and frequency counting is done only f'or valid

itemsets having frequent proper subsets. In other words, FPS is ccc-optimal. In this

thesis, we also develop a ccc-optimal algorithm.

In addition to the FIC & FPS algorithms, there are some other less relevant

constrained mining algorithms. For example, the DualMiner algorithm [BG+03] si-

multaneously handles both anti-monotone and monotone constraints, but it does not

23
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consider succinct constraints. Kifer et al. [KG*03] proposed the concept of a "wit-

ness", which is a single itemset {X} on which whether or not the constraint holds

can be easily tested. The witness can be applied to mine itemsets with restrictions on

their variance that are not covered by succinct constraints. Gade et al. [GWK04] also

proposed the notion of block constraints, which cover aggregate succinct constraints

but not other types of succinct constraints (e.g., the aggregate succinct constraint

"120 e S.Price").

2.3 Summary

In this chapter, we provided an overview of constraints and existing FP-growth

related algorithms. Furthermore) we analyzed the properties of succinct constraints

and conjunctions of succinct constraints, and learned that conjunctions of succinct

constraints are succinct. Among those constrained mining algorithms we reviewed,

the FPS algorithm efficiently handles succinct constraints and conjunctions of succinct

constraints in the FP-tree based framework by utilizing the succinctness properties

of these constraints and their conjunctions. However, there does not exist any work

on handling negations or disjunctions of succinct constraints. After reviewing the

related work in this chapter, we will describe our contribution of this thesis in the

next few chapters (starting from Chapter 3). Specifically, in next two chapters, we

rvill provide (i) our analysis of the properties of negations and disjunctions of succinct

constraints and (ii) an algorithm called FPS* to efficiently handle them.



Chapter 3

Analysis of the Properties of

Boolean Combinations of Succinct

Constraints

In the previous chapter, we reviewed some existing rvork; in this chapter, we start

describing our new work. To elaborate, we learned from Chapter 2 that the properties

of conjunctions of succinct constraints have been exploited. In this chapter, we explore

the properties of negations and disjunctions of succinct constraints. This exploration

is independent of frameworks (the Aprior-i or the FP-tree framework). The explored

properties are useful for handling Boolean combinations of succinct constraints.
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3.1 Negations of Atomic Succinct Constraints

Through the exploration of properties of negations of atomic succinct constraints,

we have the foilowing lemma.

Lemma 3.1 The negation of atomic succinct constraints satisfies the following con-

ditions:

(a) The negation of an atomic succinct constraint is also succinct.

(b) Let C be an atomic succinct constraint. Then, there exists an ATIGF-ç that

generates precisely those itemsets that satisfy -C (i.e., the negation of C).

Proof: First, Iet us prove that the negation of an atomic succinct constraint is

also succinct.

According to Definition 2.5, if C is an atomic succinct constraint, there exists a

powerset SATç(Item) for C. For the negation of C, the set of itemsets that satisfy

-C can be expressed by subtracting from 2It" the set of itemsets that satisfy C,

where 2ttem i" the set of all possible itemsets. So, there exists a succinct powerset

2ttem - SATç(Item) for -C. Therefore, -C is succinct.

The proof of part(b) of Lemma 3.1 is divided into the following three cases, de-

pending on the nature of the constraint (SAM, SUC or superset constraint).

. Case 1 (SAM Constraints). LeI C be a SAM constraint. From Table 2.1, it

is easy to observe that C is equivalent to one of the forms summarized in the

follorving table.
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SAM Constraint C" Negation of C"

S.A 9 cn, where 0 e {:, <, >}
S.A ç CS

S.A óì cn, where 0 e {+, >, <}
S.A ø CS

min (S.A) > cn
max (S.A) < cn

min (S.A) < cn
max (S.A) > cn

We can observe from the table that some negations of SAM constraints are

still SAM constraints, such as "S.A 0 cn, where 0 e {t,>,<}" and "S.A ø

CS". Their MGFs are in the form of {X1 I Xr C or(Item),X, I Ø}, for some

seìection predicate p.

However, some of the negations of SAM constraints, such as "min (S.A) ) cn"

and "max (S.A) < cn", are succinct non-anti-monotone (i.e., SUC constraints).

The MGFs for those two are in the form of {Xr U Xzl X, Ç or(Item),X, I
Ø,X, ç o-r(ltem)j, for some selection predicate p.

Case 2 (SUC Constraints) Let C be a SUC constraint. It is easy to observe from

Table 2.1 that C is equivalent to one of the followin g: m e S.A,mi,n(S.A) 1 cn,

or mar(S.A) ) cn, as summarized in the table below.

SUC Constraint C, Negation of C"

CN € S.A
min (S.A) < cn
max (S.A) > cn

cn ( S.A
min (S.A) > cn
max (S.A) < cn

We can observe from the table that all negations of SUC constraints, such as "cn

ø S.4", "min (S.A) > cn" and "max (S.A) < cn", are succinct anti-monotone

(i.e., SAM constraints). The MGFs for these three constraints are in the form

of {X1 I Xr Ç or(Item), Xt I Ø}, for some selection predicate p.
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o Case 3 (Superset Constraints) Let C be a superset constraint. It is easy to

observe from Table 2.1 that C is equivalent to S.A ) C S, as summarized in the

table below.

Superset Constraint C, I Negation of C,
s.Afcs I S.AZCS

For the negations of the superset constraint "S.A I CS", the form of MGF is

much more complicated. It is a general MGF that contains a number of basic

MGFs. The number of the basic MGFs is decided by the number of mandatory

groups of the MGF for "S.A I CS". As we know, the N4GF for "S.A I CS"

is in the form of {Xr u ...X¡,U Xr+t I X¿ Ç ornQtem)kXo * Ø,for 1 ( i (

k, Xx+t Ç oru*rQtem)\, where pr+i is of the form (-pt A . . . A -p¡). It contains

k mandatory groups and 1 optional group. To satisfy the negations of this

constraint, the items belonging to each mandatory groups cannot be appeared

at the same time, which means there are 2k - 7 possible types of combination

of the succinct sets. Therefore, the MGF for the negation of the constraint

"S.A) C^9" contains 2À - 1 basic MGFs. Among the 2È - 1 basic MGFs, there

are2k -2 MGFsin theformof {XuY I X Coo,Qtem),for 1 < j <2k-2,X +

Ø,Y ç o-prn...n-p¡(Item)j, where Ç¡ is the 2k - 2 possible combinations of the

succinct sets (such as -pr A -pz A ... A p¡) and there is 1 l\4GF in the form

of {X I X q o-pt¡..¡-'(Item)}. Therefore, we can also see the negation of

superset constraint as disjunctions of 2k - 2 SUC and 1 SAM constraints. !

Example 3.1 (Negation of a SAM constraint) The negation of a SAM con-

straint rnay either a SAM or a SUC constra'int. For erample, the MGF for negation oJ
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a SAM constraint "S.Price > 100" is in the Jorm oJ {X I X C os.price<tooQtem), X I
Ø\. fhe MGF lor negation oJ a SAM constra,int "m,in(S.Pnce) > 50" i,s i,n the form

of {h ¿ Xz I X1 C os.p,r""<so(ltem), Xt I Ø, X, c os.pr¿ce>so(Item)} .

Example 3.2 (Negation of a suc constraint) Th.e negati,on of a SUC con-

straint i,s a SAM constraint. For erample, the MGF for tlte negation oJ a SUC con-

straint "50 € S.Price" is inth.e Jorm oJ {X I X C o1s.p,t.e<50)v(.s.pr¿ce>so¡(ltem),X ¡
Øj

Example 3.3 (Negation of a superset constraint) Tlte negation oJ' a superset

constratnt'is a succ'inct constra,int with a general MGF. For erample, the MGF J'or the

negation oJ a superset constra'int "S.Type) {snack, soda}" 'is a general MGF, namely

{Xt U Yt I X, Ç oTap":rno"¡(Item), Xt I Ø,Y, ç oTypefsnacttnrspe¡soaa(Item)} U {X2 U

Yzl Xz Ç oTap":rod"(Item),Xz I Ø,Yz C orup"t'snacknType¡,.¿"(Item)j U {X3 lXs Ç

oTypetsnacknrspe¡soao(Itern),Xt I Øj. There are 2 mandatory groups in the MGF J'or

"S.Type ) {snack,soda}", so th.ere are 22 - 1 - 3 basi,c MGFs to form the general

MGF J'or the negation oJ the constraint.

So far, we have explored the properties of negations of atomic succinct constraints.

We wilì explore the properties of negations of complex succinct constraints after we

explore the properties of disjunctions of succinct constraints.

3.2 Disjunctions of Atomic Succinct Constraints

Through the exploration of properties of disjunctions of succinct constraints,

have the following lemma.

29
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Lemma 3.2 The disjunction of n atomic succinct constraints satisfies the following

conditions:

(a) The disjunction of n atomic succinct constraints is also succinct.

(b) Let Cr,...,C, be some atomic succinct constraints. Then, there exists an

MGFpsç that generates precisely those itemsets that satisfy CtV ... V Ç (i.e.,

the disjunction of C¿'s).

Proof: First, let us prove part(a) of Lemma 3.2.

According to Definition 2.5, there exist n succinct powersets fol n succinct con-

straints. The set of itemsets that satisfy the disjunction of n succinct constraints can

be expressed by the union of succinct powersets of the succinct sets that satisfy each

succinct constraint. In other rvords, there exists a succinct powerset UT:l SATcrQtem)

f'or the disjunction of n succinct constraints. Theref'ore, the disjunction of n. succinct

constraints is also succinct.

The proof of part(b) of Lemma 3.2 is divided into the f'ollowing four cases.

o Case 1 (SAM Constraints). Let us consider the case where Cr,...,C,, are SAM

constraints. The MGF of the disjunction of n SAl\4 constraints is a general

N4GF that is union of n basic MGFs:

MG4 : {X I X c or,(Item)Ax + Ø}

MGfl : {Y U Z lY C op¿n-(p¡_1v...ve,¡Qtem)kY + Ø,

Z Ç opn¡þo-rv...vpr) Qtem)j,for 2 1 i 1 n.

In MGF1, we get the itemsets satisfying the first SAM constraints. In MGF¿,

\\¡e only generate itemsets by combining the succinct sets that are newly valid
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for the ?-th SAM constraint rvith the succinct sets that have been processed by

the previous MGFs (i.e., valid for any of the previous SAM constraints). This

result avoids computational redundancy (e.g., n times computation for some

itemsets satisfying n SAM constraints). It is a union of n disjointed sets.

Case 2 (SUC Constraints). For the case of the disjunction of n SUC constr-aints

the MGF is of the following form:

AIGF : {X UY I X c o.p,v...vpnQtem), X + Ø,Y c o-6,y...ve.¡Qtem)}.

We can observe that the resulting MGF is in a quite simple form, and avoids

the computational redundancy. From Chapter 2, we learned that the item-

sets satisfying a SUC constraint contains at least one item that belongs to the

mandatory group. This means that once an item is valid for a SUC constraint,

all its supersets satisfy the SUC constraint. The itemsets satisfying any of the n

SUC constraints satisfy the disjunction of the n SUC constraints. Therefore, in

the MGF for disjunctions of n succinct constraints, the items satisfying at least

one of the n SUC constraints belong to the mandatory group, and the items

that do not satisfy any of the n SUC constraints belong to the optional group.

Case 3 (Superset Constraints). For the case of the disjunction of n superset

constraints, the N4GF is a union of n MGFs:

ULtMGF1: {Xr u...uX¡+r I X¡ Çor,(Item),7 < j 1k,X¡ f Ø,X¡¡1 c

ø-p,n. n-p¡(Item)j.

The MGF¡ is the N4GF for the i-th superset constraint, and it contains ,k manda-

tory groups and one optional group. The value of k varies with each MGF1.
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The resulting N4GF is the union of the n MGFs.

o Case 4 (Mixed Succinct Constraints). From the above analysis of the MGF

for disjunctions of SUC constraints, r¡'e observe that for items belonging to the

mandatory group, all their supersets can be enumerated. If u'e process other

succinct constraints (say, SAM or superset constraints) after we process the SUC

constraints, then we do not need to consider these mandatory items anymore.

Therefbre, when we handle the disjunctions of mixed succinct constraints, we

first generate the MGF for those SUC constraints. Then, apply the solution for

SAM or superset constraints to the remaining items (i.e., items beìonging to

the optional group for SUC constraints).

Assume rve have rn SUC constraints, n SAM constraints and I superset con-

straints. The result of disjunctions of m SUC, n SAM and I superset constraints

is the union of those 7 I n * I MGFs as follorv:

MGFsuc : {XuY lX C op1yp2y...yp^(Itern),X lØ,

Y C o-6rypzv...vp^)(l tem)j

{X I X C dqln-(prvp2v...vpm)Qtem),X +Ø}

{X tlY I X C oq¿A-q¡_1A...¡-q1n-(p1 vp2v...vp^)(ltem), X + Ø,

Y C oq,nqn-1A...Âq1Â-(p1v nrv...vp^¡(ltem)j,i : 2,3, ...,D

{Xt U - " UXr+r I X¡ Ç o,,(Item).7 < j < k,Xj + Ø,

Xx+t C o-srÂ...A-sr Qtem)j,t : I,2, ...,1

MGFrup"rr"¿,

The resulting MGF is a union of I+n+l MGFs. Here, p1 ,...,p,ntn MGFs¡1c rep-

resent selection predicates for m SUC constraints, and q1 ,...,Qn in MGFsa¡a,

MGFsa¡yy,

MGFsa¡a,
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and MGFsaazo (where I < i ( n) represent selection predicates for n SAM

constraints. MGFrup"""r, (where 1< ¿ < l) is the MGF for each superset con-

straint, in which sl,..., s¡ repres€nt the selection predicates for the ú¿à superset

constraint. The value of ,k represents the number of selection predicates for the

l¿h superset constraint, and varies with each MGFrup",r"tr.

In particular, the N4GF for disjunctions of SUC mixed \ ¡ith SAM constraints is

a union of 1 + n disjoint sets, which avoids computational redundancy. !

To gain a deeper understanding of our lemma, let us study the f'ollowing examples.

Example 3.4 (Disjunctions of two SAM constraints) Let Csn¡r,: S.Price <

I00 and Cs,qmr: min(S.Price) > 50. Suppose Jor the i,terns contained in trans-

action to : {a,b,c,d,e,/}, (1) items a,b haue thei,r Price ualues less than 550,

(2) items c,d haue their Price ualues greater than 850 and less tltan 8100, and

(3) i,tems e, f haue the'ir Price ualues greater than 8100. Then, MGFs¡¡a, J'or Csa¡a,

zs {X1 I Xt Ç {o,b,c,d}kX1 + Ø} Si,milarly, MGFs¡¡a, J'or Csa¡yy, i,s {X2 |

Xz Ç {c,d,e,f}kx, + Ø} Taking thetr union gi,ues a set of pattems sati,sJyi,ng

Cs,eurV Cs¡¡,tr. Howeuer, some patterns, suclt as {c}, {d} and {r,d}, uere gener-

atedtwice (Jtrstby MGFsa¡a, andthenby MGfu¿¡,r"). To saae conxputatton, weuse

AIGFs¡¡a,ysAM2: {Xs I Xs Ç {a,b,c,d}k,Xs + Ø} ¿ {XaU Xs I X¿ C {e, /}&.Xa I
Ø,Xs Ç {",d}}, which generates the same set of patterns as taki,ng the union but each

pattern is generated onLy once.

Example 3.5 (Disjunctions of two SUC constraints) Let two SUC constraints

Csuc, : rnar(S.Price) > 700 and Csuc": min(S.Price) < 50. The i.tems contained

tt
r)r)
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zntransactiont¿ arethe sarne as Erample 3.1. Then, MGFsuç, forCsu¿, is {X1U

Xr l X, c {e, J}kX, I Ø,Xz Ç {a,b,c,d}} andthe MGFsuç, J'or Csu¿, is {X3uXnl

Xs Ç {a,b}kh I Ø, Xs Ç {c,d,e, f}}. ALthough taki,ng thezr union wi,ll giue a set oJ

patterns satisfyi,ng CsucrYCsuc, the sets oJ patterns generating by these two MGFs

are ouerlappi,ng. In other words, sorne patterns (r.g., {o,b,c,d,e,J}) were generated

rnore than once. To saue computat,ion, u)e use MGFst)c1vsuc2 = {X5 U Xo I Xs C

{a,b,e,f}kxr#Ø,Xuç {",d}}, which generates the same set ofpatterns as tak'ing

the uni,on but each pattern is generated only once.

Example 3.6 (Disjunctions of two superset constraints) Let CsupersetT :

S.Type ) {soda,milk} and C"ur",,"tz: S.Price ) {50,fi0}. Suppose J'or the items

contained zn transact'ionto: {a,b,c,d,e, J'}, (1) items a ü c is soda, and i,tems b €j e

is milk, (2) items a €i b haue thei,r price uaLues 850, and c €i d haue their pri,ce ualues

8100. Then, McF"up",retlysuperset2 is {X1U X2U Xs I Xr Ç {o, c},X, I Ø,Xz Ç

{b,"},xz I Ø,xs Ç {d, r}} u {h uy2uys I yt Ç {o, b},y, + Ø,yz Ç {c,d},y2 I
Ø,YsÇ{",f}}.

Example 3.7 (Disjunctions of Mixed Succinct Constraints) Let Cs¡¡.tt :

S.Price < 80, Cstuz = min(S.Price) > 50, Csuç1 : mar(S.Price) > I00 and

Csucz: min(S.Pri,ce) < 30. Suppose for tlte items contained i,n the transaction

t¿: {a,b,c,d,€, f ,g,h} ltaue the price ualue as showed i,n the following table.

price<30 30<price<50 50<price<80 80<price< 100 100<price
a'b c d,€ f g,h
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Then, u)e can getthe MGF JorCs¡¡,ttY Cs¡¡tz. MGFs¿¡a1vsA^42 = {X, lXr C

{a,b,c,d,e},X1 t Ø}¿ {Xzu Xs I Xz ç {l,g,h},Xz # Ø,X, c {d,"}}. We

can also get the MGF for Csuç1V Csucz. MGFsuctvsucz = {Xr U X2 | Xl C

{o,b,g,h},Xt I Ø,Xz Ç {r,d,e,Í}}. Taki,ng thei,r uni.on giues a set oJ'patterns

satisJ'yi,ng Cs¡¡ltrs¡¡42vsrJC7vstJç2. Howeuer, some patterns, such as {o},{o,b}, and

{g}, were generated twice (first bE MGfua^,ÍtvsA^42 and then by MGFsucrrsucz).

To saue computation, u)e can dr,rectly get the MGF Jor disjuncttons oJ SUC mired.

uith SAM constrai.nts. MGF^4rx = {Xt ¿ Xz I Xt Ç {o,b,g,h},X, I Ø,X, c

{c,d,e,/}} u iXs I X, Ç {c,d,e},Xs * Ø}¿ {¿ u Xs I Xq ç U'}, Xa * Ø,X, c

{d, u}}

3.3 Negations and Disjunctions of Boolean Com-

binations of Succinct Constraints

In Section 3.1 and Section 3.2, we explored properties of negations and disjunc-

tions of atomic succinct constraints. There exist negations or disjunctions of Boolean

combinations of succinct constraints, such as negations of conjunctions of succinct

constraints or disjunctions of negations of succinct constraints. We explore the prop-

erties of negations and disjunctions of Boolean combinations of succinct constraints

in this section.

Generally, because conjunctions, negations and disjunctions of atomic succinct

constraints are succinct, any Boolean combinations of succinct are also succinct.

Therefore, there exist MGFs to represent the Boolean combinations of succinct con-
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straints.

To handle the negation of succinct constraints, we first convert it into a form

that we already have the solution, and then get the result. To elaborate, we analyze

the negation of conjunctions of succinct constraints, the negation of disjunctions of

succinct constraints and the negation of negation of succinct constraints below.

Let C¡ (for 1 < i < n) be succinct constraints. First, Iet us examine the negation

of conjunctions of succinct constraints: -(C1 ACzA.. AC").We can easily convert it

into the following form: -(C1AC2A...AC") - -CtY-CzY.. .Y-Cn.We already have

the solution for handling disjunctions of negation of succinct constraints. Therefore,

we can handìe the negations of conjunctions.

Similar idea can be applied to the negation of disjunctions of succinct constraints:

-(C1Y C2v. . . v C"). We can convert it into the fbllowing form: -(Clv C2v . . .y C^) =

-Ct A -Cz A . . . A -Cr. We have already proved that the negation of succinct con-

straints is succinct. So, the problem becomes to handle the conjunctions of succinct

constraints. The paper of Lakshmanan et al. [LLN03] provides the solution.

The negation of negation of succinct constraint is itself: --Ct - Ct.

Now, let us explore disjunctions of Boolean combination of succinct constraints.

To elaborate, we provide the analysis of disjunctions of conjunctions and disjunctions

of negations of succinct constraints below.

Let C¿ (for 1 < i < r) be succinct constraints. First, let us examine disjunctions of

conjunctions of succinct constraints: (C1 AC2)v (CsnCa) . . .y (C,_r¡C"). According

to the paper of Lakshmanan et al.[LLN03], the conjunctions of succinct constraints

are succinct, so handling disjunctions of conjunctions of succinct constraints becomes
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to handling disjunctions of succinct constraints and we already have the solution.

Similar idea applied to disjunctions of negation of succinct constraints'. -Cty

-CzY ...V -Cn. Because the negation of each succinct constraint is succinct as we

have proved, handling disjunctions of negations of succinct constraints becomes to

handling disjunctions of succinct constraints, and we already have the solution.

To gain a deeper understanding, let us consider the examples belorv.

Example 3.8 (Negations of conjunctions of succinct constraints) Let tlte

constra'ints and the items in the transaction be the same as Erample 3.7. We want

to get the MGF Jor -(Csa¡,tt A Csntz A Csuct A Csucz). We first conuerf the

negati'on oJ' conjunctions oJ' succ'inct constraints i,nto the di,sjunctzons of negatzon oJ'

succ'inct constrai,nts: -(Cs,q¡øt A Cst¡tz A Csuct A Csucz) = -Cs,q¡¿t y -Cs¡¡42 y

-CsuctV -Csucz. Then, we get th.e negatzon oJ each succinct constraint. -Cs¿,Mt =
s.Price > 80 th.at i,s a sAM constraint, -cst¡,tz : min(s.Price) 1 b0 that is

a SUC constra'int, -Csgct : mar(S.Price) < I00 that is a SAM constraint and

-Csucz: min(S.Pri,ce) ) 30 that i,s a SAM constraint. Now, our probLem becomes

to get th.e di,sjuncti,ons oJ' one SUC constra,int (-Cs¡uz) mi,red with 3 SAM con-

stra'ints (-Cs¡m't,-Csuct,-Csucz). Therefore, we fi,rst process the SUC constraint

and get AIGF-çrnno, = {Xt¿ Xz I X, Ç {a,b,c},X1* Ø, X, c {d,e, f , g,h}}. Then,

we process the di,sjuncti,ons of tltree SAM constraints. We can obserue that -Cs,cnÍt

is tncLuded to -Csucz. So we can actuallA process the di,sjuncti.ons oJ -Csuct and

-Csucz. MGF-çronalV-csyçlVrcsuczi {X¡ lXr ç {d.,e,f},Xs+Ø}U {X¿UX, I

Xs C {g,h},X¿ I Ø,Xs Ç {d,",f}}. The resulti,ng MGF Jor -(Cs¡¡a1 ACsa¡a2 A

Csuct ACsucz) i,s the unton oJ II4GF-çsA^r2 and MGF-çrnn41y-csusly-csucz.

JI
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Example 3.9 (Disjunctions of conjunctions of succinct constraints) Let the

constraznts and the items in th,e transaction be the san'Le as Erample 3.7. We want

to get the MGF for (Cs¡¡a1ACs¡uz)Y (-Csuct ACsucz) whi.ch rneans ((S.Price <

80) A (min(S.Price) < 50)) v ((mar(S.Pri,ce) < 100) n (min(S.Przce) < 30)). We

wi,Ll first get tÌte MGFs J'or two conjuncti,ons and union tÌtem.

MGFç5ona¡Âcs¡¡a2)v(-csu¿1vcsuçù= {X lX q {d,"},X +Ø}¿{nUY2 lY ç

{o,b},Y, I Ø,Y2 C {c,d,e, /}}.

3.4 Summary

From the paper of Lakshmanan et al. [LLN03], we learned from that the conjunc-

tions of succinct constraints are succinct. In this chapter, we discovered (and proved)

that the negations and disjunctions of succinct constraints are also succinct. Because

of the succinctness of conjunctions, negations and disjunctions of atomic succinct

constraints, Boolean combinations of succinct constraints are also succinct. There-

fore, from the theoretical aspect, any succinct constraints connected by conjunctions,

negations and disjunctions are succinct. N4oreover, we provided specific N4GFs for

different kind of negations and disjunctions of succinct constraints. The MGFs for

negations of atomic succinct constraints and disjunctions of multiple SAM, SUC and

SUC mixed with SAN{ constraints are in either a basic MGF form, or in a form of a

union of disjoint sets. Therefore, we can directly generate precisely all and onìy those

frequent patterns satisfying negations of atomic succinct constraints and disjunctions

of multiple SAN4, SUC or SUC mixed u'ith SAM constraints, avoiding generating and

excluding frequent patterns not satisfying the constraints.
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Hence, in the next chapterT \Me will utilize the succinctness of negations and dis-

junctions of succinct constraints to develop an algorithm called FPS*, rvhich is an

extension of the FPS algorithm and includes the new part to efficiently handle nega-

tions and disjunctions of succinct constraints.



Chapter 4

The Design and Implementation of

the FPS* Algorithm

The key contribution of Chapter 3 is the MGFs for handling the negations and

disjunction of succinct constraints. The N4GFs directly generate precisely all and only

those itemsets satisfying the negation and disjunction of succinct constraints. The

MGFs express "u)hich" itemsets are to be generated and returned to the user. In this

chapter, we show "hout" to generate these itemsets. Note that the MGFs proposed in

Chapter 3 are framework zndependenú; they can be applied in different frameworks,

including the Apriori and the FP-tree framervorks. In this chapter, we show how

to use the MGFs to generate the valid itemsets in a specific framework, namely the

FP-tree framework.

Our algorithm, called FPS*, is an extension of the existing FPS atgorithm. FPS*

inherits the functions to handle conjunctions of succinct constraints from FPS, and

adds the new functions to handle the negations of succinct constraints and disjunc-

40
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fions of n SAM, n SUC, and SUC mixed with sAM constraints, called FpSîu"nor,on,

FPS;sA^r, FPS;suc and FPSfiMlx respectively.

4.L Negations of Atomic Succinct Constraints

The negation of succinct constraints can be mapped into a "positive" succinct

constraint. Recall from Chapter 3 that (a) the negation of a SAM constraint is a SAM

or SUC constraint, (b) the negation of a SUC constraint is a SAM constraint, and

(c) the negation of a superset constraint can be expressed as a disjunction of multiple

SUC constraints and one SAM constraint. Therefore, we only talk about how to

handle negations of a SAM or SUC constraint in this section. Negations of a superset

constraint will be covered when we talk about disjunctions of succinct constraints in

the next section.

To get the itemsets satisfying the negation of a SAN4 or SUC constraint, we first

convert the negations into a "positive" form, and then apply the FPS algorithm to find

the itemsets satisfying the "positive" succinct constraint. We call this FPSîu"noroon.

For example, the negation of the succinct constraint "min(S.Price) < 100" can be

mapped into the succinct constraint "min(S.Price) > 100". Then, we can apply the

FPS algorithm to find frequent patterns satisfying "rnin(S.Pri,ce) > r00" . These

patterns will be the answer for the negation oT "min(S.Price) < 100".

4I
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4.2 Disjunctions of Atomic Succinct Constraints

In the previous chapter, u'e provided the MGFs for disjunctions of succinct con-

straints. In particular, the MGFs for disjunctions of n SAM and mixed (SAM mixed

v/ith SUC) constraints are unions of disjoint sets, and the MGF for disjunctions of

n SUC constraints is a basic MGF. We design the corresponding algorithm for these

cases of disjunctions.

First, let us study how we handle the disjunction of n SAM constraints. Like

many FP-tree based algorithms, the algorithm handles the disjunction of n SAM

constraints by using two main operations: (1) the construction of the FP-tree and

(2) the recursive growth of valid fiequent patterns. Particularly, in this algorithm,

besides the global FP-tree and conditionaÌ FP-trees, \rye need to construct constraint

FP-trees for each SAM constraint. Basically, a constraint FP-tree for C5¡¡a, is an

FP-tree Ïor Csaya,, in which only all those items that are valid (whether they are

processed or unprocessed) for Cst¡t¡ are kept.

We first construct a global FP-tree for all frequent items and use an n-bit vector to

represent the status of each item. The n-bit vector is initialized to "0... 0". For each

frequent item, if it satisfies theith SAM constrainL Csa^an in the disjunction, the z¿h bit

of the vector corresponding to the item will be set to 1 (where 7 < i < n). Then,

\Me can construct the constraint FP-tree for the SAM constraint Cs¡¡a, by scanning

the 1'¿ bit of the n-bit vectors to find the valid items f.or Cs¿¡a, traversing the global

FP-tree and extracting nodes satisfying Cs¡¡t, to form the constraint FP-tree for

Cs¡u, and then process the constraint. For the remaining constraints, \Me process

them as follows. We scan the 1'¿ to (f - 1)th bits of the n-bit vectors for the valid items
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(i.e., items that satisfy Cseui). If any one of the 1'¿ to (r - 1)¿h bits in the vector

is equal to 1, it means that the corresponding item has been processed by a previous

SAM constraint; if not, such an item is valid for Cs¡¡r7, as rvell as unprocessed. After

the scan, rve build a constra'int FP-tree for jth constraint. When we construct the

constraint FP-tree for these items satisfying Cs¡^a¡, the status of an item ("processed"

or "unprocessed") is kept in aflag (instead of an n-bit vector as in the global FP-tree).

After the constraint FP-tree is built, the conditional FP-tree will be constructed for

unprocessed items by traversing the constraint FP-tree up and down (in the same

fashion as in the iCFP algorithm [Leu0 ]). For the conditional FP-tree. the usual

FP-grorvth algorithm can be applied. We call this algorithm FPSiso¡a.

Example 4.L (FPS;s^^t for handling SAM constraints) Consi,der tlte same

transaction database TDB i,n Table 2.2. LetC1, C2 and,C3 be three SAM constraints.

Items b,c,d are ualid Jor C1; items b,a,c are ualid J'or C2i and,, ztems a,c,d,e are

uali,d for Cs. Let th"e m,inzmum support tltreshold be set to P.

We f,rst construct the global FP-tree J'or all J'requent items as Figure 4.1. A 7-bit

uector for each item is constructed with the FP-tree, wltich represents the status of

each i,tern for each constra'int. For erample, the uector (1,1,0) J'or item a indicates

that item a sati,sfies constra'ints Ct and, Cz but not Cs.

Then, ue scan the I't bi,t of each S-bit uector to fi"nd the ualid items for C1 so that

u)e can construct the constraint FP-tree J'or C1 (as sh.own in Figure l.P). We can

see from th'e f'gure that a flag i,s kept and assoc'iated with each ualid ttem contai,ned

i,n the constra'int FP-tree for C1. The frag 0 n'Leans the item has not been processed.

So, the usual FP-growth algorithm can be appli,ed to this constraint FP-tree .for C1

43
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3-bit vector

Items links
cl c2 c3

I 0 b

0 I a

I 1 c

0 I d

0 0 1 e

Figure 4.1: The global FP-tree

r00t

-.-t b,f. c:l

t\/
---> c:2--^d:2lt* 

d:l r-'

Figure 4.2: The constraint FP-tree for C1

to lind frequent patterns sati,sfying C1. In other words, we need to build, {d}-, {"}-,

and {b}-projected databases and their corresponding conditi,onal FP-trees for !t"nd,i,ng

frequent patterns containing d,c orb. After the mi,ning process J'or C1, the constrai,nt

FP-tree for C1 can be discarded. Then, we constnt"ct tÌte constraint FP-tree for C2 (as

shown in Figure 1.3).

We can see Jrom the fiag in Fi,gure /+.3 that i,temb and c haue been processed. So,

we only need to bui,ld conditi,onal FP-tree for i,tem a. Follou'ing i,s the conditi,onal FP-

llag items linls

0 b

n
C

0 d
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flag ltems links

l b

0 a

I c

r00t

,^
----> b:4 c:l

., I A----\a:3 
,,

ll--.\ | |' c:2- '

Figure 4.3: The constraint FP-tree for Cz

r00t

I

- b:3

I

Figure 4.4: The conditional FP-tree f'or the {o}-projected database

tree Jor i'tern a. To construct the condi,tional FP-tree Jor the {a}-projected, d,atabase,

we need to trauerse the constraint FP-tree J'or C2 up and down [Leu7l] to i,nclude

nodes aboue and below ztem a.

Alfer we construct the FP-tree Jor th.e {a} -prolected database and its correspond,'ing

conditional FP-tree (shown in Fi,gure l.l, the usual FP-growtlt algorithm can be

appli.ed.

Finally, we construct the constra'int FP-tree Jor C3 as sltown in Figure f .5, where

(unprocessed) frequent pattems sati,sfying C, (e.g., frequent pattems contaznzng e) can

be found,.

As a result, we get eractly the frequent patterns that sati,sJy tlte d,isjuncti,on of C1,

C2, and, Cs.
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r00t

flag items links

a

c

d

0 e

/
/

---z a:3

/\,
-> 

c:2 - -'d

't/\/
. d:1-' e',1-

'r--tl

\\
d"l -, c:

,\- |tt 
I

:7' e:rl'\r
\t

-> e:1"

Figure 4.5: The constraint FP-tree for C3

Then, let us study how we handle the disjunction of n SUC constraints.

As one can observe from Example 3.5, frequent patterns satisfying the disjunction

can be generated by using MGFpsu¿ of the form {X1 ¿ Xz I Xt Ç {items that

satisfy any one of the n SUC constraintslkX,I Ø,X, C {other items}}. The MGF

is in the same form of the MGF for one SUC constraint. Therefore, with a Ìittle

modification, the FPS algorithm that handles one SUC constraint can be applied

to find fiequent patterns satisfying the disjunction of n SUC constraints. We call

our modified algorithm FPS;suc. With our algorithm, we divide the frequent items

into mandatory group and optional group as in the FPS algorithm. However, the

key difference between the FPS algorithm (which can handle conjunctton of SUC

constraints) and our algorithm is that items that satisfy any one of the n SUC

constraints belong to the mandatory group and others belong to the optional group

in FPS)su¿.

Finally, let us study how we handle the disjunction of rn SUC mixed with
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n SAM constraints. The solution we provided is a combination of the solutions

to handle m SUC constraints and n SAM constraints. We first process the m SUC

constraints by using FPS;suc. And then, we apply the FP^9jr¿u to the items that

belong to the optional group for the m SUC constraints and the items that satisfy

any one of n SAM constraints. We call this algorithm FPSino,*.

Example 4.2 (FPS;no,* for handling disjunctions of mixed constraints)

Consi,der the same transaction database TDB in Table 2.2. Let C1, C2 and. Cs be

three SAM constraints as Erample 4.1 Let ztems d and e belong to the mandatory

group oJ SUC constra'ints. Let the rninimum support threshold be set to 2.

We can construct the global FP-tree as shown in Figure 1.6. We only construct

tlt'e uectors for items that onlg uali,d for SAM constraints (not J'or items that belong to

mandatory group of SUC constraints). During the rnining process, we construct the

FP-tree for {e}-projected database and {d}-projected database in the same way as'in

the FPSitrs algor¿thm. The {e}- and {d}-conditionaL FP-trees are also sltown in

47

3-bit vector

Items links
cl c2 c3

0 b

0 I a

c

d

e

root

I

b:2

rool

b:3

{e)-conditional {d}-conditional
FP-tree FP-tree

Figure 4.6: FP-trees for FPS;^4rx
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Frgure 4.6. After that, we process iternsb, a andc by using FPS;IA^4 algorithm (the

same soLution as in Erample 1.1).

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, rve developed the algorithm FPS*, which is an extension of the

existing FPS algorithm. Our FPS* algorithm inherits the functions to handle con-

junctions of succinct constraints from FPS, and adds the new functions to handle the

negations and disjunctions of succinct constraints. Specifically, the FPS* algorithm

includes FPsk.sotion, FPS;IA^4, FPS;sr" and FPS;^4rx for handling negations

of succinct constraint and disjunctions of multiple SAM, SUC, or SUC mixed with

SAM constraints. The FPS* algorithm pushes the succinctness inside the mining

process so that the search for patterns is confined to only those of interest to the

user. This improves efficiency. The experimental evaluation of the FPS* algorithm

will be pr-ovided in the next chapter.
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Experimental Results

We implemented the FPS* algorithm in C programming language. we used sev-

eral synthetic databases generated by the program developed at IBI\4 Almaden Re-

search Center [4594], as well as real-iife databases from UC Irvine Machine Learning

Repository [8M98] and FIÌ\4I Repository [GZ03a], as the testing databases because

they are considered to be benchmark dataseús in the field of data mining. The results

produced are consistent. So, unless stated otherwise, all experimental results cited

below are based on IBM transaction databases (which consists of lM records with an

average transaction length of 10 items and a domain of 1000 items). All experiments

vi/ere run in a time-sharing environment in a 1 GHz machine. The reported figures are

based on the average of multiple runs. Runtime includes CPU and I/Os that includes

the time for both tree constr-uction and frequent pattern mining steps. For lack of

existing algorithm handling the negations or disjunctions of succinct constraints, in

the experiments, we mainly compared FPS* algorithm with FP-growth**, where

rve first generate all frequent patterns by using the FP-growth algorithm [HPY00] and
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then run a post-processing step to check if the frequent patterns satisfy the negations

or disjunctions of succinct constraints.

5.1 Experimental Results for Negation of Atomic

Succinct Constraints

As rve described in Chapter 4, the FPSiv"sot¿o," algorithm first converts a nega-

tion of succinct constraint into a SAM or SUC constraint, and then performs the

corresponding mining process for SAM or SUC constraint.

5.1.1 FPSh"sorno, for a SAM Constraint

We set up three experiments to test our ,FPSfi¡ esation algorithm for a SAN¡I con-

straint.

Experiment 5.1- In this experiment, we tested how the mi,nimum support tÌtresÌtold

values affect the runtime of algorithms. We varied minsup from 0.0025% Lo 0.025%,

and showed results for selectivity equals to 20T0, 40%, 60% and 80%. A constraint

with p% selectivity means p% of items were selected. The y-axis of Figure 5.1 shows

the runtime, and the r-ari,s shorvs minsup.

We can observe from Figure 5.1 that when the minsup decreases, the runtimes of

both FPS*Nesation and FP-growth++ increase, because more (valid) frequent patterns

are generated. In terms of speedup, FPSñ"soroo,, outperforms FP-growth**, espe-

cially rvhen selectivity is low, because FPS\v"sot¿o,, only mines valid items and only

generates valid frequent patterns.
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Figure 5.1: Results for a SAM constraint with different minsup (Experiment 5.1)

Experiment 5.2 In this experiment, we tested how the selectiuity values affect the

runtime of the algorithms. We varied selectivity from 20To to 80%, and showed

the results for minsup equals to 0.02T0,0.01%, 0.005% and 0.002b%. The y-aris

of Figure 5.2 shows the runtime, and the r-aris shows selectivity. We can observe
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from Figure 5.2 that when selectivity increases, the runtime of FPSÅ¡ esation increases

rvhile the runtime of FP-growth++ changes slightly. The reason is that FPSk"sor¿o,

exploits the succinctness property. When selectivity increases, more valid items are

mined, which leads to the generation of more valid frequent patterns. Therefore, the
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runtime increases. However, FP-growth** is not affected so much by selectivity.

Recall from the mining process of the FP-growth** algorithm, we need generate all

frequent patterns and then check if the pattern satisfy the SAM constraint. Each

frequent pattern needs to be checked regardless of selectivity. So, the runtime of FP-

growth** is almost the same (or changes slightly) with the increase of selectivity.

From the results of these two experiments, we can see the gain in performance of

F P Sfu"sotion.

Experiment 5.3 In this experiment, we tested scalability rvith the number of trans-

actions. We fixed the minsup fo 0.025% and selectivil'y to 20To. The results in

Figure 5.3 show that mining with FPSÑ"sotio,, for a sAM constraint has linear scal-

abilitv.

Runtime vs. number of transactions (for SAM)
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5.I.2 FPSfr"sornon for a SUC Constraint

Similarly, we also set up some experiments to test our

a SUC constraint.
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Figure 5.4: Results fol a SUC constraint with different minsup (Experiment 5.4)
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Experiment 5.4 In this experiment, we tested horv the rni,nsup vaìues affect the

runtime of algorithms. We varied minsup from 0.0025%Io0.025%, and showed results

for selectivity equals to 20Va, 40%, 60% and 80%. Results are shown in Figure 5.4.

From Figure 5.4, we can observe that the runtimes of FPSi,"noroo,, and FP-

growth** increase as the minsup decreases, because more (valid) frequent patterns

are generated. FPSfr"sot¡o,, rvorks well when selectivity is low. However, when se-

Iectivity is set to 60% and 80%, the runtime is quite close for both FPS|, esation and

FP-growth**. To analyze those results, we conduct Experiment 5.5.

Experiment 5.5 In this experiment, we tested hou' the selecti,ui,ty values affect the

runtime of algorithms. We varied selectivity from 20Ta to 807o, and showed results fbr

minsup equals to 0.02V0, 0.01%0,0.005% and 0.0025%. From Figure 5.b, we can see

that when selectivity is set to 80%, FP-growth++ is even faster than FP.9i, esation.

The speedup of FPS|,esation fbr SUC constraints is not as good as that for the SAM

constraint.

As we analyzed in Chapter 3, the MGF for a SUC constraint is as follow: {X1 u

Xz I X, Ç or(Item),X1 * Ø,Xz C o-r(ltem)), for some selection predicate p.

The valid frequent patterns can be grown by any mandatory items rvith optional

items; in contrast, for SAM constraints, the valid frequent patterns can be grown by

only mandatory items. Therefore, when selectivity is high, the percentage of valid

frequent patterns is very high for the SUC constraint, but can still be low for the

SAM constraint. We designed FPSñ"s",.o,, based on the succinctness of SAN4 and

SUC constraints, and it avoids generating invalid frequent patterns. so, it should
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outperfbrm FP-growth**. However, in the case where almost all frequent patterns

are valid, FPSfu"sotio," has no advantage.

We can observe from the first two columns of Table 5.1 if the selectivity is set to

80% and minsup is set to 0.0025%, almost all frequent patterns are valid for the SUC

constraint.
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Table 5.1: The number of frequent
periment 5.5)

patterns for FP-growth+* and FPSiy 
"not¿on 

(Ex-

Level of itemsets FP-growth** FPSx(SUC) FPSx(SAN4)

Lt 966 776 Ito
Lz 259408 248795 r64837

L3 7s4323 747379 367224

L4 767546 167313 68198

Ls 87777 87697 294r9
L6 37878 37877 10825

L7 13140 13140 3430

Ls 3517 3517 874

Ls 666 666 156

Ln 81 81 18

Recall from the design of FP^9iy", ationi\ Chapter 4, in order to generate only valid

frequent ps,tterns, FPSlr"sotion needs to sort the items into mandatory group and op-

tional group, and the items within each group are sorted in descending frequency

order (i.e., sorted primarily based by group and secondarily by frequency order); in

contrast, all items in FP-growth++ are just sorted in descending frequency order.

Because of the difference in the ordering schemes, FP-trees (global FP-tree and con-

ditional FP-trees) generated by FP^9fir", ation frày not be as compact as the FP-trees

generated by FP-growth++. A bushy FP-tree leads to longer tree construction time,

longer traversal time and longer time for more support counting.

Table 5.2: The number of nodes in FP-trees and the number of support counting
(Experiment 5.5)

Algorithms FPST FP-growth*-|
Number of nodes in the global tree 6876768 6697748

Number of nodes in all trees 40358757 39791147

Number of support count 362i7983 35884111
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We can observe from Table 5.2 that, when selectivity is set to 80% and minsup is

set to 0.0025%, The FP-tree for FPS* contains many more nodes; during the mining

process, FPS* did more support counting. Therefore, when the time prolonged by

the construction and mining of a bushy FP-tree is almost the same or may be even

longer than the time saved by avoiding the generation of invaìid frequent patterns,

the performance of FPSi¡"no¿¡o," is close to or even worse than FP-grou'th**.

For SAM constraints, the situations are quite difl'erent. First, v/e can observe from

the first and third column of Table 5.1 that the percentage of valid frequent patterns

is still low when the seìectivity is high. Second, FPSIv"noroo,, does not need any other

process (e.g., both FPSlt"sotio," and FP-growth** use the same ordering scheme)

for generating valid patterns. Therefore, the performance of FPSk"sotio," for SAN4

constraints is better than FP-growth** even when selectivity is high.

Runtime vs. number of transaclions (for SUC)
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Figure 5.6: Scalability for FPSiv"nor¿onfor a SUC constraint (Experiment 5.6)
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Experiment 5.6 In this experiment, we tested scalability with the number of trans-

actions. We fixed the minsup to 0.025% and selectivity Io 20Va. The results in

Figure 5.6 show that mining with FPSiv"sot¿onf.or a SUC constraint has linear scala-

bilitv.

5.2 Experimental Results for Disjunctions of SAM

Constraints

We set up the f'ollorving experiments to test our FP,Sfisrno algorithm.

Experiment 5.7 In this experiment, we tested how the m'insup values affect the

runtime of algorithms. We set the number of constraints to 4 and va¡ied the minsup

for disjunctions of SAM constraints from 0.0025% to 0.025%. We showed the results

for selectivity of disjunctions of SAM constraints equals to 20T0, 40%,60% and 80%.

The y-axis of Figure 5.7 shows the runtime, and the x-ari,s shows minsup. When

minsup decreases, the runtime of FP-growth** algorithm increases, whl\e FPSiso¡a

changes a little. FPSi"¡AM outperforms FP-growth++, especially when minsup is

low.

The mining process of the FP-growthf * algorithm needs to generate all frequent

patterns and then to check if the patterns satisfy any of the SAM constraint. When

minsup decreases, more frequent patterns are generated. Because FP-growth** gen-

erates all frequent patterns before the post-processing, it is sensitive to minsup. In

contrast, FPS;sA^4 is not sensitive to minsup because it exploits succinctness, which
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Figure 5.7: Results for disjunctions of SAM constraints with different minsup (Ex-
periment 5.7)

dramatically decreases the number of fïequent patterns to be generated (even when

the minsup is low).

FPS;sA^d performs quite well when minsup is low (and even with high) selectivity.

If the minsup is low, more patterns (especially patterns with high cardinality) are
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Table 5.3: The number of frequent patterns
periment 5.7)

for FP-growth++ and FPSison (E*-

Level of itemsets FP-growth** FPS:qon,
L1 966 771
L2 259408 53692
L3 754323 37975
La 767546 t994
L5 87717 250
L6 37878 .)f

L7 13140 ,-)

L" 3517 0

Ls 666 0

Lrc 81 0

frequent. However, this does not necessarily increase the number of patterns satisfying

the constraints. We can observe from Table 5.3 that, when selectivity rvas set to

80% and minsup was set to 0.0025%, a great number of invalid frequent patterns

were generated by FP-growth+*. By exploiting the succinct property, FPS;sA^4

effectively avoids generating those frequent but not valid patterns.

Holever, when minsup and selectivity are both high, the gain of performance

of FPSis¡no is not so much. As we designed FPS;IAM in Chapter 4, in order to

only generate valid frequent patterns once, FPSi"rno needs to construct constraint

trees and traverse constraint trees up and down (more time is consuming in this bi-

directional traversal than the upward-only traversal in FP-growth++) in some cases.

These two processes also take time. If the time for constructing constraint trees

and traversing constraint trees up and down is comparable to the time generating

invalid frequent patterns and checking, FPSisAM haß no obvious advantage over

FP-grorvth**.
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Experiment 5.8 In this experiment, we tested how the selectiuitE values affect the

runtime of algorithms. We set the number of constraints to 4 and varied the selec-

tivity from 20To to 80%. We showed the results for minsup of disjunctions of SAM

constraints equals Io 0.0270,0.07%,0.005% and 0.0025%.
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Figure 5.8: Results for disjunctions of SAM constraints with different selectivity
(Experiment 5.8)
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The y-aris of Figure 5.8 shorvs the runtime, and the r-aris shows selectivity.

When selectivity increases, the runtime of FPSir* increases while that of FP-

growth*-f changes little. In terms of speedup, it is more beneficial to use the

F P S;sA^4 algorithm than FP-growth**.

Our FPSjrrno algorithm is sensitive to selectivity. A change of selectivity means

the number of items mined gets changed, which then changes the number of valid fre-

quent patterns. As we known, FPSi,sA,'t only mines valid items and only generates

valid frequent patterns. Therefore, the performance of FPSiso¡,t is sensitive to se-

lectivity. FP-growth** is not affected so much by selectivity, because each frequent

pattern needs to be checked no matter which selectivity is chosen. By exploiting

succinctness, F P Si, o' outperforms FP-grol¡/th++.

In addition to testing on the IBM synthetic data, we also tested our FPSirono

on the mushroom dataset (a real-lif'e dataset) in Experiment 5.9. The mushroom

dataset consists of 8124 records rvith the transaction length of 23 items and a domain

of i19 items.

Experiment 5.9 In this experiment, we tested how the selectiuity values affect the

runtime of algorithms by using the mushroom dataset. We set the minsup to 7To,

rvhich is usually used for the mushroom dataset, and varied the selectivity from 20Va

to 100%.

\A/e can observe that the results tested on the mushroom dataset are consistent

with our experimental resuìts on IBi\4 datasets, and the speedup is better. When se-

lectivityis20Vo,thespeedupof FPSis.q¡tismorethan60. Whenselectivityisl00%,
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Runtime vs. Selectivity with minsup 1%

--^- FP-growth++
---^- FPS'

Selectivity (in percentage)

Figure 5.9: Results of FPSfi sA^4 on the mushroom dataset \Ã/ith different selectivity
(Experiment 5.9)

Table 5.4: The number of frequent patterns for FP-growth**, and FPSi"rno tested
on the mushroom dataset (Experiment 5.9)

Level of itemsets FP-growth++ F P S;sA^4

L1 96 96
L2 2435 7757
Ls 28597 17889

La 794233 17272r
L5 863271 474392
L6 2712227 r419177
L7 6334603 3161 183

Ls 77364764 5425907
Ls 75979209 7344625
Lrc 54188568 23813175

FPS;yAM still outperforms FP-growth**. Therefore, our FPS;,AM is particularly

adapted to real-life (dense) datasets.
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Table 5.4 showed the number of frequent patterns tested on the mushroom dataset,

when selectivity was set to 100% and minsup was set to 1%. We can observe that

FPS;sA^4 avoids generating a great number of invalid frequent patterns. Therefbre,

the advantage of FPS;sA^,r is obvious for handling dense datasets.

Experiment 5.10 In this experiment, we tested how the number of constraints af-

fects the runtime of algorithms. We set the minsup to 0.005%, the selectivity of

disjunctions of SAM constraints to 40T0, the selectivity for each SAN4 constraint to

30% (where frequent patterns satisfying these SAM constraints may overlap-the

percentage of overlap varied).

Runtime vs. number of constraints

--¿- FPS-
--+- FP{rowth++

345
Number of Consl¡aints

Figure 5.10: Results for changing the number of SAM constraints (Experiment 5.10)

The y-ari,s of Figure 5.10 shows the runtime, and the r-aris shows the number

of SAN4 constraints. We can observe that the runtime of FPSisano increases a little
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bit with the increase of the number of constraints. In terms of speedup, it is more

beneficial to use the FPSfi"ono aìgorithm than FP-growth**.

One would expect that the performance of FPSiso¡a is only affected by the num-

ber of frequent patterns, but not affected by the number- of constraints. However, in

order to avoid generating frequent patterns that satisfy more than one SAM constraint

multiple times, we need to construct a constraint FP-iree for each SAN4 constraint.

When the number of constraints increases, more constraint FP-trees are constructed.

Fortunately, the runtime only increases slightly. Thus, FPS;sA^4 still outperforms

FP-growth**.

Moreover, the runtime increases also because more frequent patterns are gener-

ated. When we fix both the selectivity of disjunctions of SAM constraints and the

selectivity of each SAM constraint (and vary the number of patterns that are over-

lapped), more frequent pa,tterns are vaìid.

Table 5.5: The number of fiequent patterns with different number of constraints
(Experiment 5.10)

Level of frequent patterns Number of constraints
2 .) 4 5 6

L1 384 384 384 384 384
L2 25748 26646 2686i 27063 27095
Ls 5658 6111 6292 6478 6487
La 724 845 869 897 901

L5 148 774 180 190 190

L6 28 28 29 31 31

Lz tù 3 .-) J .f

Table 5.5 shows the number of valid frequent patterns with same selectivity of dis-

junctions of SAM constraints (40%), same selectivity of each SAM constraint (30%),

and same minsup (0.005%). We can observe that, when the number of constraints
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increases, the number of frequent patterns increases. It is also a reason rvhy runtime

increases as the the number of constraints increases.

Experiment 5.11 In this experiment, we tested scalabiìity rvith the number of trans-

actions. We fixed the minsup to 0.025V0, selectivity to 20% and the number of SAM

constraints to 4. The results in Figure 5.11 shorvs that mining with FPSiro, has

linear scalabiìity.
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Figure 5.11: Scalability of FPS;sA^4 (Experiment 5.11)

5.3 Experimental Results for Disjunctions of SUC

Constraints

Similar to what we did for disjunctions of n SAM constraints, we set up experi-

ments to test FPS;suc.
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Experiment 5.12 In this experiment, we tested horv the minsup values affect the

runtime of algorithms. We set the number of constraints to 4, and varied the minsup

for disjunctions of SUC constraints from 0.0025% to 0.025%. We showed the resuits

for selectivity of disjunctions of SUC constraints equals to 20To, 40%,60% and 80%.
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Figure 5.12: Results for disjunctions of SUC constraints with difi'erent minsup (Ex-
periment 5.12)
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Experiment 5.1-3 In this experiment, rve tested how the selectiuity values affect the

runtime of algorithms. We set the number of constraints to 4 and the selectivitv

varied from 20%o to 80%. We showed the results for minsup of disjunctions of SUC

constraints equals to 0.02To,0.0ITo,0.005% and 0.0025%.
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From Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13, we observe that the performance of FPSirr"

has the same tlend as FPSfr"norron. By analyzing those two algorithms, u'e find

that the basic process steps of those two algorithms are similar. They both sort

the items into a mandatory group and an optional group) and only generate valid

frequent patterns based on the items from mandatory group. The only difference

is the mandatory group for FP^9fisy6 contains items that satisfy the disjunction of

n SUC constraints while FPSñesa,on contains items that satisfy one SUC constraint.

Therefbre, the performance of FPSäsuc shows the same trend as FP,Si,"roroor. The

analysis of the results of FPSisu" is also the same as the analysis of FPSfu"noroonfor

a single SUC constraint.

Experiment 5.14 in this experiment, we tested how the number oJ constraints af-

fects the runtime of algorithms. We set the minsup to 0.005%, the selectivity of

disjunctions of SUC constraints to 40%a, the selectivity fbr each SUC to 30% (the

overlap of those SUC constraints varied).

The y-ari,s of Figure 5.14 shows the runtime, and the r-aris shows number of

SUC constraints. We can see that both algorithms are not affected by the number of

SUC constraints. In terms of speedup, it is more beneficial to use FPS|,suc algorithm

than FP-growth+*.

By analyzing those two algorithms, we find that the change in the number of SUC

constraints only affects the time for checking constraints. The checking time is only a

small percentage of the runtime. Therefore, the number of constraints does not affect

the runtime for -FP^9fisr6 and FP-gr-owth** too much.
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Runtime vs. number of constraints
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Figure 5.14: Results for changing the number of SUC constraints (Experiment 5.14)

Experiment 5.1"5 In this experiment, we tested scalability with the number of trans-

actions. We fixed the minsup to 0.0257o, selectivity to 20% and the number of SUC

constraints to 4. The results in Figure 5.15 shows that mining with FPSirr" has

linear scalability.
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Figure 5.15: Scalability of FPS;suc (Experiment 5.15)
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5.4 Experimental Results for Disjunctions of SUC

Mixed with SAM Constraints
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Figure 5.16: Results for disjunctions of mixed
periment 5.16)

constraints with different minsup (Ex-

FPS;^.rx is a combination of FPSku, and FPS;;AM. If the selectivity for
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SAN4 constraints is set to 0, FPS;^rr" becomes FPS;suc. Similarly, if the selectiv-

ity for SUC constraints is set to 0, FPS;^rr" becomes FPSirooo. We set up four

experiments to test FPS;^4rx.

Experiment 5.1-6 In this experiment, we tested horv the mi,nsup values affect the

runtime of algorithms. We set the number of constraints to 6 (3 SUC constraints

mixed with 3 SAM constraints), and varied the minsup f'or disjunctions of SUC mixed

with SAM constraints from 0.0025% to 0.025%. We showed the results for selectivity

of disjunctions of SUC mixed with SAM constraints equals to 20Va, 4070, 60To and

80%.

Experiment 5.1-7 In this experiment, we tested how the selectiuity values afI'ect

the runtime of algorithms. We set the number of constraints to 6, and varied the

selectivity from 20Vo to 80%. We showed the results for minsup of disjunctions of

SUC mixed with SAM constraints equals to0.02%0,0.07%o,0.005% and0.002b%.

From Figures 5.16 and 5.17, we can observe that the perfbrmance of FPSino,y

is a compromise of FPSfu¡rc and FPS;IA^4. We can see that when minsup is low,

FPS;Mrx outperforms FP-growth++ (even rvith a high selectivity). However, in the

case that selectivity and minsup are both high, the performance of FPSjnor" is close

or \¡/orse than FP-growth+*. The reason is the high selectivity of SUC and SAM

constraints ìeads to a large number of valid frequent patterns, and the extra processing

time of FPS;Idrx (e.g., constraint tree construction time for SAM constraints) is

longer than the time saved by avoiding the generation of invalid frequent patterns.
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Figure 5.17: Results for disjunctions of mixed constraints with different selectivity
(Experiment 5.17)

Experiment 5.18 In this experiment, we tested how the number of constraints af-

fects the runtime of algorithms. We set the minsup to 0.005%, the selectivity of

disjunctions of SUC mixed with SAN4 constraint to 40T0, and the selectivity of each

SUC and SAM constraints Lo 20% (the overlap of those SUC and SAM constraints

varied).
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Runtime vs. number of constraints
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Figure 5.18: Results for changing the number of mixed constraints (Experiment 5.18)

The g-ari,s of Figure 5.18 shows the runtime, and the r-ari,s shows number of

constraints. We can observe that the perf'ormance of FPSiutx is a compromise of

FPS;suc and FPSiso¡a. The runtime increases slightìy with the increase of the

number of constraints.

Experiment 5.L9 In this experiment, we tested scalability with the number of trans-

actions. We f,xed the minsup to 0.025%o, selectivity to 20% and the number of con-

straints to 6. The results in Figure 5.19 shows that mining with FPS;^.rx has linear

scalability.
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Runtime vs, number of transactions
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Figure 5.19: Scalability of FPSl"^4rx (Experiment 5.19)

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, we showed the experimental results for our FPS* algor-ithm. The

experimental results verified the performance improvements brought by the exploita-

tion of succinctness in FPS*.

We tested how m,insup and selectiai.ty affeú the performance of FPS*. \Ve also

tested hou'the number oJ'constrainús affects the performance of FPSi,sA¡l, FPS;suc

and FPSfi¡¿¿r, which are components of FPS*.

We find that FPS* for handing SAM constraints (FPSk"s"ti,,, for handling SAN4

constraints and FP.9firrno) h* obvious improvement: the use of succinctness avoids

generating a great number of invalid frequent patterns. Even u'hen selectivity is high,

FPS* outperforms FP-growth++. The gap increases as the minsup becomes smaller.
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Similarly, FPS* for handling SUC constraints (FPSñ"sotio,, for handling SUC

constraints and FPSiru") and disjunctions of SUC mixed with SAM constraints

(FPS;^4rx) performs u'ell when minsup is lorv (0.0025%) or selectivity is low (lower

than or equai to 60%). We also find that the runtime of FPSirrno and FPSi^trx

increases slightly with the increase of the number of constraints, while the runtime of

FPSf,suc is not affected.

In addition, we tested the scalability of FPS*, and find that FPS* has linear

scalability.

In summary, FPSx eff'ectively utilizes the succinctness of negation and disjunction

of succinct constraints and is particularly adapted to low selectivity conditions.
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Conclusions and Fbture Work

6.1 Conclusions

Frequent pattern mining is an important task in data mining. In recent years,

the importance of constraint-based frequent pattern mining has been highlighted.

There are severai classes of "semantic" constraints. One of them is called succinct

constraints. Among all classes of constraints, a majority of them ale succinct. For

constraints that are not succinct, many of them can be induced into weaker succinct

constraints. Moreover, succinct constraints have some nia" prop.rties that can be used

to optimize the mining process. For example, frequent patterns satisfying succinct

constraints can be efficiently generated by the member generating function (N4GF).

The MGFs are f¡amework independent; they can be applied in different frameworks,

including the Apriori and Frequent Pattern tree (FP-tree) fi'ameworks. The properties

of succinct constraints and conjunctions of succinct constraints have been exploited

by Lakshmanan et al. [LLN03]. We learnt that atomic succinct constraints can be
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divided into SAM (succinct and anti-monotone) constraints, SUC (succinct non-anti-

monotone) constraints and superset constraint (one particular SUC constraint with

a special form of MGF) according to their different forms of MGFs. We also learnt

that conjunctions of atomic succinct constraints are succinct.

In this thesis research, we explored the properties of negations and disjunctions

of succinct constraints to complete the exploration of properties for any Boolean

combinations of succinct constraints. We proved that negations and disjunctions of

atomic succinct constraints are succinct. Because of the succinctness of conjunctions,

negations and disjunctions of atomic succinct constraints, Boolean combinations of

succinct constraints are also succinct. Therefore, from the theoretical aspect, any suc-

cinct constraints connected by conjunctions, negations and disjunctions are succinct.

Moreover, we provided specific MGFs for different kind of negations and disjunctions

of succinct constraints. The N4GFs for negation of atomic succinct constraints and

disjunctions of multiple SAM, SUC and SUC mixed with SAM constraints are in

either a basic MGF form, or in a form of a union of disjoint sets. Therefore, we can

directly generate precisely ail and only those frequent patterns satisfying negations

of atomic sr"tccinct constraints and disjunctions of n SAN4, SUC or SUC mixed with

SAM constraints, avoiding generating and excluding frequent patterns not satisfying

the constraints.

Based on the MGFs we got for negations of atomic succinct constraints and dis-

junctions of multiple SAN4, SUC and SUC mixed rvith SAM constraints, we designed

and implemented an FPS* algorithm, which pushes the succinctness inside the mining

process in the FP-tree based framework. Our FPS* algorithm, which is an extension
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of the existing FPS algorithm, inherits the functions to handle conjunctions of suc-

cinct constraints from FPS, and includes the new functions to handle the negations

of succinct constraints and disjunctions of multipìe SAM, SUC, or SUC mixed with

SAM constraints, called "FPSit"sotion", "FPS;sA14", "FPS;suc" and "FPS;Mrx"

separately.

The experimental results verified the performance improvements by exploiting suc-

cinctness in FPS*. We tested how m'insup, and selecti,ui,ty afTect the performance of

FPS*. For FP^9fi5 AM, FPS;sr" and FPS;turi,, we also tested how the number oJ con-

stra'ints affects the performance. We found that FPS* for handing SAN4 constraints

(negation of a SAM constraint and disjunctions of SAM constraints) has obvious im-

provement, for the succinctness avoids generating a great number of invalid frequent

patterns. Even when selectivity is high, FPS* outperfbrms FP-growth++. The gap

increases with the minsup becoming smaller. FPS* for handling SUC constraints

(negation of a SUC constraint and disjunctions of SUC constraints) and disjunctions

of SUC mixed with SAM constraints performs well when minsup is low (0.0025%) or

selectivity is low (lower than or equal to 60%). We also f'ound that the runtime of

FPS;sA^4 and FPSiro" increases slightly with the increase of the number of con-

straints, while the runtime of FPSisur is not affected. In addition, rve tested the

scalability of FPS*, and found that FPS* has linear scalability. In summary, FPS*

effectively utilizes the succinctness of negation and disjunction of succinct constraints

and is particularly adapted to low selectivity conditions.
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6.2 F\rture Work

In ongoing work, we will try to optimize the MGFs for disjunctions of superset

constraints and any Boolean combinations containing superset constraints (e.g., su-

perset constraints mixed with SAI\{ or SUC constraints). Once the optimized MGFs

are fbund, the extension of FPS* will be developed correspondingly.

We also u¡ant to explore how parailel computing can help with the FPS* algo-

rithm. We observed that constraint-tree construction and mining time occupies a

high percent of the rvhole running time fbr the FP^9j"rno algorithm. Constraint tlee

construction and mining f'or each SAM constraint is an independent process from each

other. Therefore, parallel computing may apply to the FPS* algorithm and improve

the efficiency of the algorithm.

In addition, we would like to explore the possibility to handle dynamic changes

of Boolean combinations of succinct constraints. Dynamic changes of atomic suc-

cinct constraints for frequent pattern mining have been explored by Lakshmanan

et al. [LLN03] and Leung [LeuO ]. However, when users express their focuses by

using Boolean combinations of succinct constraints, they may also want to change

the constraints for having an influence on subsequent computation. Therefore, we

are interested in investigating handling dynamic changes of Boolean combinations of

succinct constraints.
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